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Syllabus

Course code

20DASe0704

Course title

Common Basic Astronomies Seminar Ⅱ

Term

通年（後期開始） 2nd - 1st

Credit(s)

2

The main day
The main period
School/Program

School of Physical Sciences

Department/Program

Department of Astronomical Science

Category

Common Base

Lecturers

Sekii， Takashi

Instructor
Full name
SEKII

TAKASHI

Outline
To achieve the educational goals set by the department， it is important， in addition
to take courses， to interact with teachers， postdocs and other graduate students in
the same ﬁeld of research to understand what is going on in the ﬁeld and how one's
research is related to the rest of the research activities in the ﬁeld. The students in the
3rd， 4th or the 5th grade， who have attended the weekly seminar in the ﬁeld of
solar and plasma astrophysics， will be given credits for their active participation in the
seminar.
Goal
1)To be able to state clearly how one's own research is related to the rest of the
research activities in the ﬁeld of solar and plasma astrophysics， by grasping what is
going on in the ﬁeld， through participating in scientiﬁc discussions during the
seminars given by researchers within and outside NAOJ. 2)To be able to explain one's
own research to， and take part in scientiﬁc discussions with， researchers of diﬀerent
subﬁelds.
Grading system

Grading policy
Pass or Fail. For a Pass， it is required to present one's own results once a year，
attend more than 80 per cent of the seminars given by researchers within and outside
NAOJ， and take part in scientiﬁc discussions during the seminars.
Lecture Plan
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This is a weekly seminar usually from the ﬁrst week of April to July， and October to
March. Each seminar lasts for 60-90 minutes.
Location
Students' seminar room
Language
English， except if all the participants present are native speakers of Japanese， then
Japanese is accepted.
Textbooks and references
N/A
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